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SUBMANIFOLDS OF CODIMENSION 3 OF
A KAEHLERIAN MANIFOLD (11)

By SANG-SEUP EUM, U-HANG KI, UN KyU KIM AND YOUNG Ho KIM*

O. Introduction

As is well known, a submanifold of codimension 3 of an almost Hermit
ian manifold admits the so-called (j, g, u, v, w, .:1, ft, v) -structure induced
from the almost Hermitian structure of the ambient manifold ([5J, [11J).

Recently Yano and one of the present authors ([l1J) have studied the
condition that the induced (f, g, u, v, w, .:1, fJ., v) -structure defines an almost
contact metric structure, and properties of a pseudo-umbilical submanifold
of codimension 3 in an even-dimensional Euclidean space satisfying the
assumption above.

On the other hand, the present authors ([2J) have generalized the facts
by studing a submanifold of codimension 3 of a complex space form.

The purpose of the present paper is to research the intrinsic character of
a submanifold of codimension 3 with (j, g, u, v, w, .:1,}.t, v) -structure satisfying
).2+ft2+v2=1 of a real 2m-dimensional complex projective space Cpm by
method of Riemannian fibre bundle under the condition that the second
fundamental tensors commute with f each other. As a special case of a
complex space form, we also study a submanifold of codimension 3 in an
even-dimensional Euclidean space satisfying the above assumptions.

In § 1, we recall the fundamental relations and structure equations of a
submanifold M of codimension 3 admitting an almost contact metric structure
in a Kaehlerian manifold. In § 2, under the conditions that the second
fundamental tensors commute with the structure tensor j, we find the
covariant derivative of a second fundamental tensor of the submanifold M
of codimension 3 in a complex projective space. In § 3, we characterize a
submanifold of codimension 3 of an even-dimensional Euclidean space sati
sfying the assumptions as stated in § 2, In the last § 4, using the theory
of Riemannian submersion and immersion, we prove that the submanifold
M of codimension 3 of a complex projective space Cpm becomes a model
space Mp,l(a, b) =it (S2P+1 (a) XS2q+1(b», SP(a) being a p-dimensional
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sphere of radius a>O, where it is a natural projection of a principal circle
bundle S2m+1 onto Cpm defined by the Hopf-fibration, (p, q) is some portion
of m-2 and a2+b2=1.

We introduce the followipg .theorem for later use.

THEOREM A. ([l1J). Let M2n+l be a pseudo-umbilical suhmanifold of an
even-dimensional Euclidean space E2n+4 with (f, g, u, v, w,;(, /-l, v)-structure
satisfying ;(2+/-l2+V2=1. Then M2n+l is an intersection of a complex cone
with generator as a distinguished normal and a (2n+3)-dimensional sphere.

1. Submanifolds of eodimension 3 in an almost Hermitian manifold.

Let M2n+4 be a (2n+4)-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold covered
by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {O;xA} , denoted by gCB compo
nents of the Hermitian metric tensor and by F BA those of the almost com
plex structure tensor of M2n+4, where here and in the sequel the indices
A, B, C, '" run over the range {l,2, "', 2n+4}. Then we have

(1.1) FCBFBA=-DCA, gEDFcEFBD=gCB,

DCA being the Kronecker delta.
Let M2n+l be a (2n+ I)-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a

system of coordinate neighborhoods {U; xh} and immersed isometrically in
M2n+l by the immersion i : M2n+l__M211+4, where here and in the sequel
the indices h, j, i, ... run over the range {l, 2, "', 2n+ I} . We identify i (M211+l)
with M2n+l itself and represent the immersion by

(1. 2) XA=xA(Xh).

We now put B;A=OjXA, (o;=%xj). Then BjA are 2n+I linearly inde
pendent vectors of M2nH tangent to M2n+l. And denote by CA, DA and EA
three mutually orthogonal unit normals to M211+l. Then denoting by gji
components of the induced metric tensor of M2n+l, we have

(1.3) gji=gCBB/BiB

since the immersion is isometric.
The transforms of BjA, CA, DA and EA by FBA can be respectively expressed

as
(1. 4) FBABl=FtBhA+UjCA+ViDA+WjEA,
(1. 5) FBACB= -ukBhA-vDA+/-lEA,
(1. 6) FBADB= -vkBkA+VCA_;(EA,
(1. 7) FBAEB= -wkBhA_/-lCA+;(DA,

where fih are components of a tensor field of type (1, 1), Ui, Vi and Wi

those of I-forms, ;(, f.l, v functions in M2n+l, and uh, vk, wh vector fields
associated with Ui, v; and W; respectively.

Applying the operator P to both sides of (1. 4) - (1. 7), using (1. 1) and
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normal parts of both

(1. 9)

(1.10)

fif/'= -ol+UjUh+VjVh+WjWh•

\

fthut=vvh- f.!:l.V",
fthvt= -VUh+AWh,
fthwt= f.luh - AVh,

jUtUt=l- f.l2-v2, utVt=Ap.
Vtvt=1-V2-A2. Vtwt=f.lv.
wtwt=1-).2-f.l2. Utwt=).v.

Also. from (1. 1), (1. 3) and (1. 4). we find
(1. 11) gtsf/f/=gj;-UjU;-vj1)i-WjWi'
If we put fji f/gti, then we easily see that h;= -fij' Thus (1. 8)

(1. 11) show that the aggregate (fl. gji, Ui, Vi, Wi, A, f.l, v) defines the so
called (f. g, u, v. w, A. f.l, v)-structure on M2n+l ([5J, [11]).

We find from (1. 9)
(1. 12)

where we have put
(1. 13) ph=AUb+f.lvb+vwh.
From this and (1. 10). we have
(1.14) Utpt=)., Vtpt=j..t. Wtpt=v, ptpt=).2+ f.l2+v2.
We now suppose that the aggregate (f;h, gji' ph) defines an almost con

tact metric structure. Then we get from the last equation of (1. 14)
(1.15) A2+f.l2+v2=I.

because of Ptpt=l. Conversely, if the functions il, f.l and v satisfy (1.15),
then (1. 10) reduces to

(1.16) utUt=J..2, Utvt=J..f.l. utwt=ilv,
vtVt=f.l2, Vtwt=fl.v. wtWt=v2.

Computing the square of lengths of vectors Ui-).P;, Vi-fl.Pi and W;-VPi.
it follows that

(1.17) Ui=J..Pi> Vi=fl.P;. Wi=VP;,
where Pi=gtipt with the aid of (1.14) and (1. 16).

Substituting (1.17) into (1. 8) gives flfth=-o;h+p;ph because of (1.15).
Also substituting (1. 17) into (1. 11) and using (1. 15), we find gtsf/fl

=gj;-PjP;. Thus we see that the aggregate (f/. gji, ph) defines an almost
contact metric structure.

Hence we have the following

those equations and comparing tangental parts and
sides. we find

(1. 8)

THEOREM 1.1 ([l1J). Let M2n+l be a differentiable manifold with an (f,
g, U, v, w, A, fl., v)-structure. In order for the aggregate (f, g, p), P being given
by (1. 13). to define an almost contact metric structure, it is necessary and
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sufficient that A2+,u2+v2=I.

From now on, we suppose that the condition ,;(2+JP+v2=I is satisfied on
M2n+1, that is, the aggregate (f, g, p) defines an almost contact metric
structure. Then we have from (1.4) and (1.17)

(1. 18) FBABiB fihBhA+PiNA,
where

(1. 19) NA=,;(CA+pDA+vEA
is an intrinsically defined unit normal to M2n+l because CA, DA and EA are
mutually orthogonal unit normals to M2Jt+l and ,;(2+p2+ V2=1.

When a submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold satisfies the equa
tion (1. 18), NA being a unit normal to the submanifold, we say that the
submanifold is semi-invariant with respect to NA ([1J, [10J). We call NA
the distinguished normal to the semi-invariant submanifold. We take NA as
CA. Then we have 2=1, p=O, ))=0 and consequently uh=ph, vh=wh=O
because of (1. 10) and (1.17).

Hence, (1. 4) - (1. 7) reduce respectively to
(1. 20) FBABl=flBkA+PiCA,

FBACB= -phBhA,
(1.21) FBADB=-EA

FBAEB=DA.
Denoting by P'j the operator of van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant

differentiation with respect to gji, we have equations of Gauss for M2n+l of
M2n+4

(1. 22) P'jBiA= Hj;CA+ KjiDA+ LjiEA,

where H ji, K j;, Lji are the second fundamental tensors with respect to
normals CA, DA, EA respectively, and those of Weingarten

(1.23) VpA= - H/BkA+IjDA+mjEA,
(1.24) P'jDA=-K/BhA_lpA+njEA,
(1. 25) P'jEA= - L/BhA-mpA-njDA,

where H}=Hjtgth, K/=Kjtgth, L/=Ljtgth, (gji) = (gji)-l, lj' mj and nj
are components of the third fundamental tensors.

We now assume that the ambient manifold M2n+4 is a Kaehlerian mani
fold. Differentiating (1. 20) covariantly along M2n+l and making use of
(1. 22) and (1. 23), we easily find ([l1J)

(1. 26) Vi/ik= - Hjiph+ H/Pi,
(1. 27) P'jPi= - Hjd/,
(1.28) K ji= - Ljtf/-mjPi'
(1. 29) Lji=Kjd/+ljPi,

from which
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(1.30) Kjtpt= -mj'
(1. 31) Ljtpt=lj'
(1. 32) K= -mtpt,
(1. 33) L=ltpt,

where we have put K=Kjigji, L=LjigH.
The equations of Gauss for M2n+l in Kaehlerian manifold M2n+4 are given

by
(1. 34) Kkjjh=KDCBABkDB/BjBBhA+HkhHjj-H/Hkj+KkhKji-K/Kkj

+LkhLji-L/Lkb
where BhA=gA~jhBiB, KDCBA and Kkjjh being the Riemann-Christoffel cur
vature tensors of M2n+l and M2n+4 respectively.

We now assume that the ambient manifold is a Kaehlerian manifold
M2n+4 (c) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c, that is, its curva
ture tensor has the form

(1.35) KDCBA= ~ (i5DAgcB-ocAgDB+FDAFcB-FcAFDB-2FncFBA).

Substituting (1. 35) into (1. 34) and using (1. 3), (1. 20) and (1. 21), we
have

(1. 36) Kkjjh= ~ (okhgjj-o/gki+fifji-f/iki-2ikjfjh) +HkhHji

- H .hH.+K.hK .. - K .hKk+ LkhL .. - L .AL.·
J 1<' "J' J' J' J ",.

Similarly we can obtain the equations of Codazzi for M2n+4(c) by using
(1.20) and (1.21)

(1. 37) {7kHjj-{7jHki-lkKji+ljKki-mkLji+1lljLkj

= ~ (pk!ji-pjiki- 2p;fkj),

(1. 38) {7kKjj-{7jKki+hHjj-ljHki-nkLji+njLkj=O,
(1. 39) (7kLjj-{7jLkj+mkHji-mjHki+nkKjj-njKki=O.

Those of Ricci are given by

(1.40) {7klj-{7jlk+H/Kjt-H/Kkt+1llknj-mjnk=O,
(1. 41) (7kmj-{7jmk+HktLjt-H/Lkt+n~j-nik=O,

(1.42) {7knj-{7jnk+KktLjt-K/Lkt+lkmj-lj1llk= ~hj'

2. Submanifolds of codimension 3 in a complex projective space
admiting 12+p2+)l2=1.

In this section we assume that the (f, g, u, v, w, A, p, v)-structure induced
on a submanifold M2n+1 (n>l) of codimension 3 in a Kaehlerian manifold
M2n+4(c) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c satisfying it2+.u2+VZ
=1 and consequently the aggregate (f, g, p) defines an almost contact metric
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structure.
We now suppose that the second fundamental tensor commute with f,

that is,

or equivalently,
(2. 1) Hjt!/+Hitf/ =0,

Kjtf/+Kitf/=O,
Ljt!/+Litf/=O.

Transvecting the first equation of (2.1) with iF/, we have
H jt ( -O/+Pipt) +Hktf/fl=0

from which, taking the skew-symmetric part of this
(Hjtpt)Pi- (Hitpt)pj=O,

to the indices k

mj= (mtpt)pj= -Kpj,
lj= (ltpt)pj=Lpj.

(2. 8) and (2. 9) into (2. 6) and (2. 7) respectively, we have
K ji= KpjPi,
Lji=LpjPi.

(2. 8) and (2. 9) into (2. 5) gives

which shows that
(2.2) Hjtpt= apj,

where we have put a=Hjipjpi.
Differentiating (2.2) covariantly along M2n+l, we have
(2.3) (VkHjt)pt+ HjtVkPt= (P'ka)pj+af'kPj,

from which, taking the skew-symmetric part with respect
and j,

(2.4) (VkHjt - P'jHkt)pt+H/P'kPt - HktP'jPt
= (P'ka)pj- (Vja)Pk+a(P'kPj-VjPk).

Taking aCCOl.\nt of (1.27), (1. 37), (1.30), (1.31) and (2.1), we have

(2.5) ~fjk-H/Hksfts+HktHjsf/+2ljmk-2mh

= (f7ka)h- (f7ja)Pk-2aHkd/·
If we take the symmetric part of (1. 28) and use the last relationship of

(2. 1), we obtain
(2.6) 2Kj;= - (mjp;+miPj).
In the same way we have from (1. 29)
(2.7) 2Lji=ljPi+liPj.

Transvecting (2. 6) and (2. 7) with pi and taking account of (1. 32) and
(1. 33), we get

(2.8)
(2.9)
Substituting
(2.10)
(2.11)
Substitution of
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(2.12) ~fj"-2H/H,,J/=(V"a)h- ([7ja)p"-2aH,,tf/.

If we transvect (2. 12) with pi, we :find
(2.13) V"a=Ap",

where we have put A=ptPta.
By using (2. 13), (2. 12) is represented by

~f"j+H/H"J/=aH"tf/.

Transvecting 1/ to this equation and making use the first equation of
(2.1), we have

(2.14) HjtH/=aHji+ ~ (gji-PjPi)'

Differentiating (2. 13) covariantly, it follows that
[7F"a= (VjA)p"+AViP,,,

from which
(VjA)p,,- (V"A) ftj+ A (Vjp"-[7,,p) =0,

or, using (1. 27) and (2.1)
(2.15) (rjA)p,,- (V"A)pj+2AH"tf/=O.
Transvecting (2. 15) with P" yields

[7jA=BPi,
B being pt[7tA.

Thus (2. 15) reduces to
AH"tf/=O.

Transvecting this equation with 1/, we have
(2.16) A (Hji-aPiPi) =0.
Now we assume that M2n+4(c) is a complex projective space Cpn+Z, that

is, c=4. If A is not zero, Hji=apjp; holds. But this is impossible because
of (2.14). Thus, it follows that A=O. Consequently, we can see from
(2. 13) that a is a constant.

We now calculate the covariant differentation of the second fundamental
tensor H ii.

Differentiating (2.14) covariantly, we have
(2.17) (V"Hjt)H/+H/V"Hit-aVkHji=- (VkP)Pi-pFkPi

= (H"tf/) p;+ (Hktf/) Pj·
Taking account of the equation (1.37) of Codazzi (2.1), (2.8), (2.9),
(2. 10) and (2. 11), we find

(2.18) [7"Hji-[7jH"i=p"hi-Pj!ki-2P;!kj'
Taking the skew-symmetric part of (2. 17) with respect to k, j, substituting
above result and taking account of (2. 1) and (2. 2), we have

(2.19) H/f7kHit-H"eVjHit=2(Hktf/)Pi+a(Pkfji-Pj!ki).
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Exchanging the indices i and k in (2. 19), we :find

H/ViHkt-H/VjHkt=2(Hitf/)Pk+a(Pdjk-Pjfik)'

(2. 18) into this equation, we :find

H/VkHit - H/V"Hjt

= (Hitfl)Pj- (Hjtikt)Pi+a«pjfik-pdjk)'

Adding (2. 17) and (2. 20), we find by making use of (1. 27) and (2. 1)

(2.21) 2H/VkHit-aVkHji=2 (Hktf/)Pi+ a (Pjfik-pdj,,).

Differentiating (2. 2) covariantly and taking account of (1. 27), (2. 1),

(2. 2) and (2. 14), we obtain

(2. 22) ptVkHit fik'

Transvecting Hti to (2. 21) and using (2. 14) and (2. 22), we have

(2.23) aH/VkHit+2VkHji= (a2+2)fikPj-2hjPi-a(Hjrht)Pi'

Multiplying a and 2 to (2.21) and (2.23) respectively, we obtain by sub
tracting the resulting equations each other

(a2+4)V"Hji= (a2+4) (fil'Pi+h"Pi) ,
from which,

(2.24) VkHW--fikPj+hkPi'
Thus we have the following

THEOREM 2. 1. Let M2n+l (n>1) be a semi-invariant submanifold with the
distinguished normal CA of codimension 3 in a complex space form.

If Hof -foH=O, Kof-foK=O, Lof-foL=O are satisfied, then the cov
ariant derivative of H ji is of the form

VkHji-fikPj+fjkPi'

3. Submanifolds of codimension 3 in an even-dimensional Euclidean
space satisfying ),2+ p2+ v2=1.

In this section, we assume that the (f, g, u, v, w, A, tt, )))-structure induced
on a submanifold M2n+1 of codimension 3 of an even-dimensional Euc1idean
space E2n+4 satisfying jl2+tt2+))2 = 1, and suppose that the condition (2. 1)
holds. Then (1. 36) - (1. 42) with c=O are valid because the ambient mani
fold is Euc1idean.

From the condition (2. 1) we have (2. 2) - (2. 4) and (2. 8) - (2. 11).
Substituting (2.8) - (2.11) into (1. 37) with c=O, we obtain

(3. 1) VkHji-VjHki=O.

If we take account of (1. 27) and (3. 1), then (2. 4) reduces to
-2H/Hksf/+2(ljmk-mh) = Wka)Pj- (Vja)pk-a(Hktf/-Hjtht) ,
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or, using (2. 1), (2. 8) and (2. 9)
(3.2) 2H/HtJks= (J7ka)pj- (f7ja)Pk+2aHjt!k'.

Transvecting pj to (3. 2) , we find
$I

(3.3) J7ka = APk,
where we have put A=pt f7 ta.

Thus, (3. 2) becomes
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H/Hts!ks=aHjtikt.
Transvecting this with f;k and making use of (2. 2), we find
(3.4) H/Hit = aHj ;.

Using the same method as that used to derive (2. 16) from (2. 3), we
can derive from (3. 3) the following:

A (Hj;-apjp;) =0.
If A=t:O, then we have Hj;=apjp;' So we see from (1.27) that ph is a

parallel vector field and consequently
(3. 5) Kkj;hp; =0.

Assuming that the submanifold M2n+l is locally irreducible, such a fact
can never Occur and thus it can never be that A=t:O. Therefore, (3.3)
means that a is a constant on M2n+l.

Using the quite same method as that used to derive (2. 24) from (2. 14),
we can derive from (3. 4) the following equation:

(3.6) f7kH j ;=O
,because of (3.1) and the fact that a=constant. Since M2n+l is locally irre
ducible, this implies that

(3. 7) Hji=Bgj;

for a certain scalar B. If B=O, then we see from (1.27) and (2.7) that
ph is parallel and hence (3. 5) is satisfied. Thereby, it can never be that
B=O.

From (3.4) and (3.7), we have B2=aB and consequently B=a=t:O.
Thus (3. 7) reduces to

(3. 8) Hj;=agj;

for some nonzero constant a. Substitution of this into (1. 27) yields

(3.9) f7j p;=afj ;.

On the other hand, if we take account of (2.2), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10),
then Cl. 40) can be written as

J7k (Lp) -f7j (Lh) -K(njp!'-nkPj) =0,
or, as

(3.10) (f7kL)pj- (J7jL)h+2Lahj-K(njp!'-nkPj) =0

because of (3.9).
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Transvecting pj to (3. 10), we find
V'kL = - Knk+ (ptVtL+ Kptnt) Pk·

Thus, (3.10) becomes Lahj=O, from which we obtain L=O by the fact
that a*O.

In the same way we see from (1. 41) that K =0. Consequently the sub
manifold becomes pseudo-umbilical because of (3. 8) and the fact that L
=K=O.

According to Theorem A in § 0, we conclude the following

THEOREM 3. 1. Let M2n+l be a locally irreducible submanifold of codimen
sion 3 of a Euclidean space E2nH with (f, g, u, v, w, A, fl, v)-structure satis
fying ;(2+fl2+v2=1. If the second fundamental tensors commute with f, then
M2n+1 is an intersection of a complex cone with generator as the distinguished
normal CA and (2n+3)-dimensional sphere.

4. Submersion it : S2m+L_--3>Cpm and immersion i : M2m-3~Cpm.

In this section, we put m=n+2 (n>l). Let S2m+l(1) be a hypersphere
of radius 1 in an (m+l)-dimensional complex space Cm+ l • We identify
cm+! with a real (2m+2)-dimensional space R2m+2 naturally. For briefness,
we denote by S2m+1 above defined hypersphere S2m+1 (1). Let it : S2m+l_

Cpm be the natural projection of S2m+l onto Cpm by the Hopf-fibration.
We consider a Riemannian submersion 71: : M2m-2~M2m-3 compatible with
the Hopf-fibration it : S2m+!~cpm, M2m-2 being it-I (M2m-3). Also, we
denote by M and M respectively above M2m-2 and M2m-3. More precisely
speaking, 71:: M ------------7M is a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic
fibres such as the following diagram,

i*
M ----+) S2m+!

71:1
M )Cpm

where i* : M------------7S2m+1 and i : M~Cpm are isometric immersions. Let S2m+l
be covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {U'; yK} such that
it(U') = U" are coordinate neighborhoods of Cpm with the local coordinate
system (xA).

Then we represent the natural projection it : S2m+l~Cpm by
(4.1) XA=xA(y)

and we put
(4.2)

where the matrix
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Let ~" be the unit Sasakian structure vector field in S2m+1. Since~" is
always tangent to the fibre ft-left), pECpm, {F"A, ~,,} construct a local
coframe in S2"'+1, where t=g",Jp. and g"", denote the metric tensor of 82"'+1.
We denote by {E"A, ~,,} the frame corresponding to this coframe. We have

(4.3) E"AE"B=OBA, F"A~"=O and ~"E"A=O.
We now take coordinate neighborhoods {[j; y a} of M such that 11: ([j) =

U are coordinate neighborhoods of M with local coordinate system (xh).

Let the isometric immersion i* and i be locally expressed by y"=y,,(ya) and
xA=xA(xh) respectively. By the commutativity of the diagram, 1t o i*=io 1l:

implies
xA(y" (ya» =xA(xk(ya»),

where 71: is expressed locally by xk=xh(ya). Hence we find that
(4.4) BkAE}=E"ABa",

where we have put Ba"=oaY" and Eak=oaxh. Let the indices IC, p, ].i, A, ' ••,
A, B, C, D, "., a, j3, r, 0, '.', and i,j, h, k, ". run over the ranges {I, 2, "., 2m
+I} , {I, 2, '.', 2m}, {I, 2, "., 2m-2} and {I, 2, ..., 2m-3} respectively.

For an arbitrary point PE M, we can choose the mutually orthogonal
unit normal vector fields CA, DA and EA to M defined in a neighborhood
U of p such that {BiA, CA, DA, EA} spans the tangent space of cp'" at i(P).
Let P be an arbitrary point of the fibre 11:-1 (P) over P. Then the horizontal
lift C", D", and E" of CA, DA and EA in such a way that C"=CAE"A, D"=
DAE"A and E"=EAE"A are mutually orthogonal unit normal to M defined
in the tubular neighborhood over [j because of (4.4).

Because of ~"E"A=O, we may put
(4. 5) ~,,=~aBa",

where ~a is a local vector field in M. (4.4) and (4.5) imply
(4. 6) ~a~a=l, ~aEak=O,

where ~a=gPa~f3 and gf3a is the Riemannian metric tensor of M induced by
g"fl" Therefore, {Eak, ~a} constructs a local coframe in M corresponding to
{E"A, ~,,} in S2m+l.

Denoting by {Eak, ~a} the frame corresponding to this coframe, we have

(4.7) EahEa"=o,,k, ~aEak=O, EajEf3j+~a~f3=ol.

Then (4.4) and (4.6) imply

(4.8) E"ABkA=Ba"Eak•

We denote by I/vl, {cAB}, {f3ar} and Vi} the Christoffel symbols
formed with the Riemannian metrics g",;., gCB, gf3a and Kji respectively.
Now we put

Dp.E;.A=Op.E;.A- {/l}E"A+ {CAB}E/E;.B,
D"E;'A=O"E;'.tt.+ {i,,}E"A- {CBA}E/E1B•
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and
VpE}=()pEah- ValErh+ {/klEtiE/,
VpEah=()pEah+ {par} Erh- {/hl EpiEak•

Since the metrics g)./l and gap are both invariant with respect to the sub
mersions it and 7i: respectively, the van der Waerden Bortolotti covariant
derivatives of E;.A, E).A, and Eak Eah are given by

(4. 9) D/lE).A=hBA(E/lB~).+E;.B~/l)'

D/lE}.A=hBAEI/~}.-hAB~/lE).B'

(4.10) VpEak=hi(Epi!;a+!;fJEai),
VpEak= hihEfJit;a - hhj~pEai,

respectively, where hBA=gAChBC' hi=ghihij, hi; are the structure tensors
induced from the submersions it and 7i: respectively ([4J).

On the other hand, the equations of Gauss and Weingarten for the immer
sion i* : M ~S2m+l are given by

(4.11) VpBa"=()pBa"+ {/II} BptBall- {la} B/=HpaC"+KpaD"+LpaE".
VfJC" = -HfJaBa"+ lfJD"+mfJE",
VfJD"= -KfJaBa"-lfJC"+nfJE",
VfJE"=-LfJaBa"-mpC"-npD",

where Hl=Hprgra, Kpa = Kprgra, LfJa= Lprgra, HfJT' K fJr and Lpr are the
second fundamental tensors with respect to C", D" and E" respectively and
lp, mp, nfJ are the third fundamental tensors. Moreover in a case of (4.4)
and (4.8), we find

£.F/=O.

DflF/=~}.o/-~"gfl).' D/l~"=F/,
Denoting by £. the Lie differentiation with respect to

vj =Eai 7
a'

put F/l).=D/l~).' The definition of a Sasakian structure induces
F/F,,/l= -o/+~i)., F/~/l=O, ~}.F/=O, Fp;.+F}.fl=O

We now
(4.12)

and
(4.13)

where F/l).=F/gJ.r'
~, we :find

(4.14)
Putting

(4.15) FBA = F/-EflBE;.A,
then we can see that FBA defines a global tensor field of the same type as
that of F/, which will be denoted by the same letter, with the aid of
(4.14) and £.E).A=£.E).A=O ([4J). Moreover calculating the van der Waerden
Bortolotti covariant derivative of the second equation of (4.3) and making
use of (4.3), (4.9), the second equation of (4.13) and (4.15), we have

(4.16) FBA= -hBA,
which satisfies

(4.17)
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because of (4. 12).
Differentiating (4.15) covariantly along Cpm and making use of (4.3),

(4.9), (4.13), (4.15) and (4.16), we have
(4.18) VCFBA=O,

where V denotes the projection of D.
Therefore, the base space Cpm admits a Kaehlerian structure {FBA, gCB}

represented by the structure tensor hB
A of the submersion it: S2m+l----""Cpm

defined by the Hopf-fibration. Let K",j and KDCBA be Riemann-Christoffel
curvature tensors of S2m+l and Cpm respectively.

The equations of co-Gauss are of the form
KDCBA=K"flVJ.E"DEflCEvBE/+hDAhcB-hcAhDB-2hDChBA.

Since S2m+l is a space of constant curvature 1, this equations reduce to
KDCBA=ODAgCB-ocAgDB+FDAFcB-FcAFDB-2FDCFBA

because of (4.16).
Hence Cpm is a Kaehlerian manifold with constant holomorphic sectional

curvature 4. Putting
(4.19) FBAB;B-f;hBhA+p;CA,

FBACB=_phBhA, FBADB=-EA, FBAEB=DA,
as already shown in section 1, we can find the algebraic relations (1. 12)
- (1. 15) and structure equations (1. 26) - (1. 33) with the distinguished
normal CA and c=4.

We put in each neighborhood U of M
(4.20) fr/' f;hEr/Eah' Pa=p;E/, pa=pjEaj.

Then, if we use (4.4), (4.8), (4.15), (4.19), (4.20) and C"=CAE"A,
D"=DAE"A, E"=EAE"A, we obtain by the straightforward computation

(4.21) Fp."Bafl fiBl+PaC",
Fp."Cfl=-paBa", Ffl"Dfl=-E", Fp."Efl=D".

Transvecting F/ to (4.21) and making use of (4.12) and (4.21), we
can easily obtain the following relations:

(4.22) farf/= -oi+r;a!;f3+PaPf3, fipfJ=O, fa f3pa=O,
Papa=l, Pa!;a=O, fl!;a=o, fa f3!;fJ=O,

where we have put fafJ-figr{3'

Applying the operator Vr=B/Dfl to (4.21) and using (4.11), (4.13)
and (4.21), we find

(4.23) i7rffJa=f;p/J/-gTfla-HrfJpa+PfJHra,
(4.24) i7fJPa=-HfJrIaT, VfJpa flHl,
(4.25) Kpa=-LfJrIaT-mfJPa,
(4.26) Lf3a=KPTfar+lpPa,
(4.27) Kpapa= -mfJ.
(4.28) Lf3apa= lp.
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(4. 25) and (4.26) imply that
(4. 29) Kl= - (mpp)

and
(4. 30) Ll=lpp.
Also, if we apply the operator t',e to (4.5) and take account of (4.11)

and (4. 13), we have
(4. 31) Vr~a=f/, Hrpf;P=pr, Krpf;P = Lrpt;P=0.
Since the ambient manifold S2m+l is a space of constant curvature 1, the

equations of Gauss are given by
(4.32) K;;r!l=o;;agrp-oragop+HoaHrp-H/Hop+KoaKrp-K/Kop

+ LoaL rp - LraLop,
K or!/ being the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor of M, those of Codazzi
by

(4.33) VoHrfJ-VrHop-loKrp+lrKop-m;;Lrp+mrK;;p=O,
(4. 34) ~oKrfJ-Y.rKop+l;;Hrp-lrHop-noLrp+nrL;;p=O,

(4.35) V;;Lrp-f1rLop+moHrp-mrH;;p+noKrp-nrKop=O,
and those of Ricci by

(4.36) Vpla-Valp+ HlKar-HarKpr+ mpna-manp=O,
(4.37) Vpma-Vamp+ Hr/Lar-HarLpr+ np1a-na1p=0,
(4. 38) Vpna-Vanp+Kr/Lar-KarLpr+lpma-lamp=O.
On the other hand, the second relation of (4.6), (4. 10), (4.22) and

the first equation of (4.31) give
(4.39) fjk= -hi.
Then, applying the operator f1j= BjAVA=Ea)7a=B/EKBD& to (4.4) and

using (1. 22), (4.9), (4.10), (4.11), (4.16), (4.19) and (4.39), we
have

(HjkCA+ KjkDA+ LjhEA) Eah= (-Pjf;a+ Hra'ETj)CA+ (KraDA+LraEA)ETj,
from which, comparing the normal parts of both sides,

(4.40) HjhEah=Hra'ETj-Pjf;a, KjkEah=KraErj,
LjhEah=LraErj.

If we transvect this with Epj respectively and make use of (4.7), (4.20)
and (4.31), then we get

(4. 41) Hpa=HjiEpjEai+ppt;a+Pa~P, Kpa=KjiEpjEai,
Lpa=LjiEpjEai.

We now assume that the second fundamental tensors of the base space M
commute with the structure tensor fl, that is, (2.1) holds. Then we can
easily verify that second fundamental tensors of the total space M commute
with f because of (4.20) and (4.22), that is,

Hlfra-f/Hra=o, Klfra-!/Kra=o, Lr/!ra-!/Lra=o,
or equivalently,
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(4.42) H Pr fll + Harfr/=O, Kprfar+ Karfl =0, Lprfl+Larfl=0.
Transvecting Hr" to the first equation of (4.41) and using (2.2) and

(4. 22), we find
HpaH/=HjtH/EtiE/+a(PP';r+Pr~P) +PPPr+~P~7'

from which, substituting (2. 14),
Hf3aH/=aHpr+gPr

because of (4.7), (4.20) and (4.41). Thus we have the following

LEMMA 4.1. Let M be a submanifold of codimension 3 of a complex pro
jective space with (f, g, u, v, w,.:I., f.l, v)-structure satisfying .:1.2+J.t2+v2=1. If
the second fundamental tensor Hji commutes with fji, then the eigenpolynomial
of the second fundamental tensor Hpa of the total space M over M is given by

(4.43) HraHpa = aHrp+grp·

Also, transvecting the first equation of (4.41) with pa and utilizing (2.2)
(4.20) and (4.22), we find

(4.44) Hj3apa=app+';j3'
On the other hand, substituting (2. 10) and (2. 11) into the second and

third equation of (4.41) respectively, we obtain
(4.45) K pa =KPj3Pa,
(4.46) Lj3a=LppPrx.

Substituting (4.45) and (4.46) into (4.27) and (4. 28) respectively, we
find

(4.47)
(4.48)

because of (4.22).
We next prove the following

LEMMA 4.2. Let M be a submanifold of codimension 3 of a complex projec
tive space Cpm (m>2) with (f, g, u, v, w,.:I., J.t, v)-structure satisfying .:1.2+J.t2
+v2=1. If H/fth-f/Hth=O, K/fth-f/Kth=O and L/fth-f/Lth=O hold,
then we have

Kji=Lji=O, Kj3a=Lj3a=O.

Proof. Differentiating (4.45) covariantly and using (4. 24), we find
VrKj3a= (VrK)PPPa-K(HrJlPa+HrJa'PP) ,

from which, taking the skew-symmetric part with respect to the indices 7
and /3,

lpHra-lrHpa+nrLPa-npLra
= {(i7rK )pp- WpK)Pr}Pa-K(2HrJlPa+HrJa'P!3-Hj3Ja'Pr)

because of (4.34) and (4.42), or, using (4.46) and (4.48),
(4.49) L(ppHra-PrHpa+nrPPPa-npPrPa)



i7rH{>a=O.

Applying the operator 11k=E!Fr to the first equation of (4.41),
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= {(i7rK)PrJ- (VpK)Pr}Pa- K (2Hr"flPa+ Hr.Ia"PrJ-H{3.I/Pr)·
Transvecting this equation with p{3pa yields

i7rK=L(~r+nr)+ {pf3i7pK -L(npp{3)} Pr
because of (4.22) and (4.44). Consequently (4.49) becomes

L (ppHra - PrHpa:)
=L(t;rPrJ-~PPr) Pa- K(2Hr.!lPa+ Hr.Ia"PrJ- HP.!a"Pr)·

Transvecting this equation with pa and taking account of (4.22) and
(4. 44), we find

(4.50) KHr'!l =0,

from which, transvecting with fi,
K(Hra-P/;a-~rPa-aPrPa)=0

because of (4.22), (4.31) and (4.44). If we take the trace of the matrix
formed with the left member of the above equation, we see that

(4.51) KH."=Ka
because of (4.22).

Taking the square of the norm of the left member of (4.50) and using
(4.6), (4.22), (4.31), (4.43) and (4.44), we find

K2 {aH:+ (2m-2) -a2-2} =0,
or using (4.51),

2(m-2)K2=0.
Therefore, K=O because of m>2 and hence we have Kpa=O. Moreover,
we have also Kji=O by virtue of (2.10).

By the same way, we obtain L=O, Lji=O, Lpa=O.
Thus we completes the proof of Lemma 4. 2.

From Lemma 4. 2 it follows that the submanifold M is contained in a
manifold Mo(ccpm) as a hypersurface. Also, we can easily verify that
Mo is a (2m-2) -dimensional complex projective space as an invariant sub
manifold of Cpm because of Cl, 20) and (1. 21), the total space M over
M is contained in 8 2m- 1 (c82m+1) satisfying if; 182m- 1 : 82m-1~Cpm.

The last lemma is as follows.

LEMMA 4. 3. Under the same assumptions as those stated in Lemma 4. 2, we
obtain

(4.52)

Proof.
we have

Erki7rR{3a = (11kHji) E;Eai+Hj;Erk(i7rEpj) Ea;+HjiEIEr~rEai
+ Erk(VrPa) ~(3+PaEr~rC;P+ Erk(VrPrJ) ~a+ ppErki7r~a'

Substituting (4.9) with hjh=-fl, (4.24) and (4.31) into this equation,
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Eri7rHpa= (f7"Hji+pJ"i+Pi!ki)E/E/
- (H"jf/+Hijf"i) (Ei~a+E/~p)

because of (4.20) and (4.40), from which, using (2.1) and (2.24),
(4.53) Er"VrHpa=O.
On the other hand, by (4.45) - (4.48), (4.33) reduces to
(4.54) VrHpa-VpHra=O.

Transvecting (4.53) with El and using (4.7), we get

VoHpa = (1;rVrHpa) 1;0'

Differentiating the second equation of (4.31) and taking account of (4.31),
(4.24), (4.42) and (4.54), we have VoHpa=O.

Thus the Lemma 4. 3 is proved.

Denoting by x the eigenvalue corresponding to an eigenvector of Hpa,
(4.43) implies x2-ax-l=O. Then we see that Hpa has exactly two cons
tant eigenvalues xI=a+ -v"a2+4/2 and X2=a- va2+4/2. Then we can
obtain from (4. 44) that

Hpa (XIPP+ 1;P) = Xl (Xlpa+ 1;a),
that is, xlr+1;a is an eigenvector of Hpa, which will be denoted by ela.
Assuming that there exists another eigenvector e2a of Hpa corresponding to
Xl and supposing that e2a is orthogonal to ela, we find

(4.55) Xl (Paeza) +t;ae2a=O.
From (4.31), we have

(4.56) Xl (e2ai;a) -Paeza=O
because of Hle2P=xle2a. The last two equations yield

(4.57) ';ae2a=O, Pae2a=O.
From the first relationship of (4.42) we find

H/C!,/eza) =Xl(!afJe2a).
Thus, !aPe2a is also eigenvector of Hpa corresponding to XI. which is mutu
ally orthogonal to eza and to ela because of (4.22) and (4.53). Therefore,
the multiplicity of the eigenvalues of Xl is necessary 2p+1 for some integer
p. In the same way, we can prove that the multiplicity of X2 is 2q+ 1, q
being an integer such that q=m-1-p. From this fact and (4.52), the
eigenspaces corresponding to Xl and X2 define respectively (2p+ 1) and (2q
+ I)-dimensional distributions DXl and DX2 over M and these two distribu
tions are both integrable and parallel. Moreover each integral manifold of
DXI and DX2 is totally geodesic in M and totally umbilical in Cpm. Making
use of a usual manner (cf. [6J), we obtain

M=S2P+l(a) XS 2q+1 (b),
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(p,q) being some portion of m-I and a2+b2 =1.
Thus we have the following

THEOREM 4. 4. Let M he a complete submanifold of codimension 3 of a
complex projective space Cpm (m>2) with (f, g, u, v, w, J.., ft, v)-structure
satisfying ).2+ft2+v2=1. If the second fundamental tensors of M commute
with f, then M is of the form

M=Mp,l(a, b),
(p, q) being some portion of m-I and a2+b2 =1.
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